
IBIZA
Immerse Your Spaces In The Mesmerizing Symphony Of
River Blue Indian Marble



 INTRODUCTION

Capturing the timeless allure of 
River Blue Indian Marble, renowned
for its mesmerizing river-like pattern, 
the Studio Ibiza Series emerges as
a breathtaking masterpiece inspired
by this enduring beauty. 

The gracefully flowing veinal
patterns cascade across a diverse
array of 9 faces, creating a visually
enchanting experience.

Studio Ibiza unveils a rich palette of
4 serene colors – White, Crema, Ice
and Grey, offering a spectrum
to harmonize with any interior style.
This series is adorned with 3 distinct
finishes – R10 Matt, Polished, and 
Lappato. 

Recognizing the uniqueness of
every space, Studio Ibiza is 
presented in 3 versatile sizes – 
60x60cm, 30x60cm, and 30x30cm, 
providing a canvas for diverse
design visions. 

Furthermore with a low water
absorption rate of under 0.5%, 
it not only enhances creativity
but also expands project 
possibilities, making it suitable
even for spaces with heightened
moisture levels.

Elevate your spaces into timeless
works of art by choosing Studio
Ibiza, where the beauty of nature
meets the finesse of contemporary
design. 

Studio Ibiza



FORMATS

SHADE

APPLICATIONS
FLOOR

WALL

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

OUTDOOR

30x30cm

30x60cm

60x60cm
 

 

COLORS & SURFACES

White Crema

Ice Grey

MATT 
LAPPATO

R10

POLISHED

MATT 
LAPPATO

R10

POLISHED

MATT 
LAPPATO

R10

POLISHED

MATT 
LAPPATO

R10

POLISHED**

** NOT IN REGULAR PRODUCTION



ibiza white
Classiness is embodied in the ethereal allure of Ibiza White, a shade that 

effortlessly commands attention with its understated yet captivating elegance. 
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For compact spaces, look no further than Ibiza White. This shade creates
an illusion of spaciousness and openness to elevate your environment. 



ibiza crema
Ibiza Crema, with its tranquil and pleasing demeanor, empowers

you to effortlessly attain your desired modern aesthetic.
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For enthusiasts of grey and dark aesthetics, Ibiza Crema seamlessly complements 
these tones, infusing the entire aesthetic with a timeless allure. 



ibiza ice
Dive into the refreshing allure of Ibiza Ice – a color that beckons

a tranquil ambiance and modern sophistication. 
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Enhance your spaces with Ibiza Ice, a hue that adds an unmistakable
touch of sophistication and luxury.



ibiza grey
The seamless integration of river-inspired veinal lines within this exquisite 

grey shade amplifies its opulence, introducing an unparalleled level 
of sophistication and refinement to your surroundings.
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Infuse your space with a breath of contemporary elegance using Ibiza Grey, a 
shade that exudes modern sophistication and timeless allure.



9 mm60x60CM POLISHED TILES THICKNESS 9.2 mm60x60CM MATT TILES THICKNESS

11 0.99 21 53.46 1150 54

4 1.44 30 57.60 1220 40

8 1.44 30 57.60 1220 40



81 Ubi Ave 4, #03-18/19, UB. One Singapore 408830

www.heritageceramics.com


